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Abstract - As the world struggles with the devastating 
effects of the SARS-CoV-2, our country witnesses’ new 
horrors each day, it all boils down to taking efforts on an 
individual level to ensure the well-being of ourselves. Our 
project aims at alleviating the effects of this pandemic by 
putting forth a model that helps curb minuscule issues 
which when put together has the potential to solve a 
colossal problem. Social Distancing during COVID-19 
encompasses four parts. In the first part “Automatic queue 
monitoring system” we have designed a model that 
monitors the entry and exit of the people entering and 
leaving the area in perspective. The second part, 
“Contactless Temperature Sensing” enables recording the 
temperature of the people without any human intervention. 
The third part “Mask detection system” is instrumental in 
ensuring that everyone in the designated area wears a 
mask all the time and finally the last part “Social distance 
monitoring system” is the model that works on maintaining 
a constant distance of 1 ft. (as mentioned by the health 
authorities of the country) between the people at all costs. 
Through this project, we aim at demonstrating the best of 
our technical skills to help our community and the nation 
at large to tackle this life-threatening virus. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Coronavirus or novel coronavirus which is taxonomically 
termed as SARS-CoV-2 and named by the World Health 
Organization (WHO) as COVID-19 which emerged from 
Wuhan city, Hubei Province of China by the end of 2019 
has caused unprecedented panic across the world. The 
rapid transmission of this virus from human to human-
made the World Health Organization (WHO) declare this 
as a public health emergency of international concern and 
called it a global pandemic. As of May 14, 2020, globally 
42,48,389 COVID-19 cases have been reported and 
caused 2,92,046 deaths. The highest human casualty 
reported was from the USA with 1,09,121 deaths.[1] 

The second wave did not do any favours to the 
prevalent devastations of the virus. Despite many 
measures being undertaken such as travel bans, curfews, 
and even the nascent vaccinations, the impediment of this 
virus did not subside. The world once again witnessed the 
horror of lack of medication and vaccines, hospitals, and 

the increase in the average mortality rate of the disease. 
India has had some of the worst repercussions of this 
second wave. India ranked first in the highest number of 
cases daily and third in the number of deaths.[2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 Average daily cases in highly affected countries. [2] 

Building upon the preceding point, we figured that in our 
capacity we could ameliorate the problem of mass 
mobility. With cases of violation of the social distance rule 
by more than half the population of India, it seemed 
necessary to take efforts in the direction of social 
distancing. The lax attitude of the general public in 
particular the lack of social distancing and lack of wearing 
masks has only exacerbated the situation. Thus we aim at 
making a model that counteracts this impediment and 
ensures that no matter what, people should maintain a 
minimum safe distance amongst themselves and wear 
masks. In the succeeding chapters, we talk about the 
research, execution, and prospects of our product. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

We referred to the work of researchers who worked on a 
similar aim. In June 2020, Rucha Visal and her co-authors 
proposed a system for Monitoring Social Distancing for 
Covid19 using OpenCV and Deep Learning, their survey 
paper emphasizes a surveillance method that is designed 
to keep a track of the pedestrians and avoid 
overcrowding.[3] A concept called Visual Social 
Distancing (VSD) problem was introduced, It is defined as 
the automatic estimation of the interpersonal distance 
from an image, and the characterization of related people 
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aggregations, to figure out the reasons for the possible 
breaks of such distance limitations and understand if 
this implies a potential threat.[4] 
 
Deep Learning-based Safe Social Distancing and Face 
Mask Detection in Public Areas for COVID-19 Safety 
Guidelines Adherence is a proposed efficient computer 
vision-based approach focused on the real-time 
automated monitoring of people to detect both safe 
social distancing and face masks in public places by 
implementing the model on raspberry pi4 [5]. Also, an 
Automated Social Distancing Gate with Non-Contact 
Body Temperature Monitoring using Arduino Uno was 
proposed to develop an automatic social distancing gate 
and body temperature detection sensor [6] 

 

3. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of the system 

 
3.1 AUTOMATIC QUEUE MONITORING SYSTEM 
AND TEMPERATURE SENSING SYSTEM 

 
3.1.1 Circuit Diagram: 
1) Automatic Queue Monitoring: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) Contactless Temperature Sensing System: 

 
 

3.1.2 Components Used: 
1) Raspberry Pi: 

 

 

Fig. 3 Raspberry Pi 

We have used this single-board computer device to easily 
compute the input data received by the sensors and give 
out audio feedback depending on the use case. The 
original Pi had a single-core 700MHz CPU and just 256MB 
RAM, and the latest model has a quad-core CPU clocking 
in at over 1.5GHz, and 4GB RAM. It allows us to control 
hardware components for computing and explore the 
world of the Internet of Things 
(IoT). 

2) Arduino Uno R3: 

 

Fig. 4 Arduino uno R3 

We have implemented our Temperature detection model 
by using the r3 version of arduino. This board includes 14 
digital input/output pins, Analog inputs-6, a USB 
connection, quartz crystal-16 MHz, a power jack, a USB 
connection, resonator16Mhz, a power jack, an ICSP 
header, and an RST button. 
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3) Infrared Thermometer Sensor: 

 

Fig. 5 Infrared Thermometer Sensor 

MLX90614 is an infrared temp sensor that measures 
infrared radiation. It consists of a lens to focus the 
infrared thermal radiation onto a detector, which 
converts the radiant energy into an electric signal. This 
configuration facilitates temperature measurement 
from a distance, without the need for contact with the 
object to be measured. 

4) IR Proximity Sensor: 

 
Fig. 6 IR proximity 

sensor 

We use IR proximity sensors in both of our systems. In 
the case of the temperature detection system, it is placed 
below the thermometer sensor to detect the presence of 
an individual to start the temperature reading. Whereas 
in the case of the queue monitoring system we used it to 
detect the presence of individuals entering the gate. 

 

5) LCD Module: 

 
Fig. 7  LCD Module 

We made use of a 16x2 LCD module. It will be integrated 
with the thermometer sensor to display the appropriate 
temperature of an individual. 

6) Buzzer: 
 

Fig. 8 Buzzer 

The Buzzer is used in the case of the automatic 
temperature detection system to send an alarm when the 
person’s temperature detected is above normal (Greater 
than 37.5 degrees Celsius). 

 
 
 
 

3.1.3 Methodology 
1) Stage 1: 

We assume a two-door entry system to execute our system. 
Door 1 is the outer door and Door 2 is the one where the 
individual will have to measure his/her temperature and 
will be checked if wearing a mask before entering the 
premises. As the first person reaches Door 1, he/she will 
hear audio feedback instructing him/her to move forward 
towards Door 2. 

2) Stage 2: 

Once the individual moves up from Door 1 to Door 2, the 
system is designed so that the person behind him in the 
queue can’t move in. So, if any person enters Door 1 while 
there is still someone standing at Door 2, an audio warning 
will be generated asking him/her to wait. 

3) Stage 3: 

When the person at Door 2 is cleared off for entry, he/she 
moves in the premise and the person waiting at Door 1 
gets intimidated to move up to Door 2, again via audio 
feedback. 

 
4) Role of Raspberry Pi: 

The system uses IR sensors at both Door 1 and Door 2 to 
detect the presence of any person and feed this data 
continuously to the Raspberry pi, which in turn controls 
the speaker output. 

 
5) Integration of temperature sensor with Arduino: 

We first integrated the temperature sensor with the 
arduino using the library provided by arduino IDE. We 
made appropriate connections as shown in the figure 
above to achieve so. This helped detect the temperature 
of the object in front of the temperature sensor. An IR 
sensor ensured that only the detection of a human in 
perspective was recorded. The recording was then 
displayed on an LCD and if the threshold temperature was 
reached it led to audio feedback. 

3.2 MASK DETECTION SYSTEM 

3.2.1 Dataset: 
We have used an intensive dataset provided by Kaggle 
which included a good amount of both with mask and 
without mask images. Along with this, we used a Real-
world masked face dataset (RMFD). 

3.2.2 Methodology and Implementation: 
Since the problem we are trying to solve is a classification 
problem, wherein we predict whether the person is 
wearing a mask or not, it is practical to use a transfer 
learning approach. Transfer learning is a process wherein 
we use a model which has been pre-trained on a problem, 
to solve another problem having a common ground. This 
is typically understood in a supervised learning context, 
where the input is the same but the target may be 
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different. For example, we may learn about one set of 
visual categories, such as cats and dogs, in the first set, 
then learn about a different set of visual categories, 
such as ants and wasps, in the second set. [7] Fig.9 
shows a general way to use a pre-trained model. 

 

 
Fig.9 Using a Pre-trained Model [8] 

 

1) Image Classification: 
 

As we discussed the importance of using a pre-trained 
network earlier, we decided to use ResNet-18 to develop 
our model. ResNet-18 is a convolutional neural network 
that is 18 layers deep. It was evaluated on the ImageNet 
2012 classification dataset that had over 1000 classes. 
The model was trained over 1.28 million training images 
and evaluated on 50k validation images[9]. 

 

 

Fig. 10 ResNet-18 Logic Flow [9] 

ResNet is an artificial neural network of some sort that 
builds on constructs known from pyramidal cells in the 
cerebral cortex. It does this by utilizing skip connections 
to jump over some layers. It can be visualized with the 
help of Fig.10 

2) Data Preparation: 
 

When it comes to training the model, pre-processing is 
one of the most important steps as the quality of data and 
the useful information that can be derived from it directly 
affects the ability of our model to learn. We have used the 
“torchvision. transforms” module for this purpose. 
Transforms are a collection of common image 
transformations that can be chained together using 
“compose”. We then split our dataset into train/validation 
sets keeping the proportion between them constant. We 
used 60% of our dataset for training, 20% for validation, 
and the remaining 20% for testing. 
 
Since we were dealing with an imbalanced dataset, we 
needed to pass this information to the loss function to 
avoid unproportioned step sizes of the optimizer. We did 
this by assigning a weight to each class, according to its 
representability in the dataset. We assigned more weight 
to classes with a small number of samples so that the 

network will be penalized more if it makes mistakes 
predicting the label of these classes. While classes with 
large numbers of samples, we assign to them a smaller 
weight. This makes our network training agnostic to the 
proportion of classes. 

3) Configuring the optimizer: 

 

It is important to consider the setbacks offered by our 
model. One way to visualize this was by taking into 
account the loss factor. We used this information to 
improve our model and overcome the shortcomings. This 
is called optimization. Optimizers are algorithms or 
methods that change certain attributes such as weights 
and learning rate to reduce the losses. We used an 
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) optimizer for our 
model. Adam optimizer (Adaptive Moment Estimation) 
looks like a combination of RMSprop and stochastic 
gradient descent momentum. Instead of adapting the 
parameter learning rates based on the average first 
moment (the mean) as in RMSProp, Adam also makes use 
of the average of the second moments of the gradients (the 
uncentered variance). 

 

Training the Model: 
 

We train our model simply by initializing our 
MaskDetector object and fitting it into the model. We 
calculated training loss, validation loss, and accuracy and 
saved the model with the highest accuracy and the lowest 
loss. We trained our model for 20 epochs and saved our 
model at the epoch where we found it to be most 
accurate. 

 

4) Testing the models on real videos: 
 

To test our model we used a face detection model called 
Multi-Task Cascaded Convolutional Neural Network 
(MTCNN). MTCNN or Multi-Task Cascaded Convolutional 
Neural Network is a neural network that detects faces and 
facial landmarks on images. MTCNN is one of the most 
accurate and widely used face detection models that 
consists of 3 neural networks connected in a cascade. 
Having 3 networks — each with multiple layers — allows 
for higher precision, as each network can fine-tune the 
results of the previous one. For testing and using our 
model on a live video we extracted frames from the video 
feed, passed them to the mask detector model, and drew 
bounding boxes around the detected faces (green border 
in cases where mask was detected and red border in cases 
where mask was not detected). We also used a playground 
library provided by python to provide audio feedback. 

 

3.3 SOCIAL DISTANCING MONITORING SYSTEM 
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Fig. 10 Flow diagram of social distancing system. 
 

3.3.1 Object Detection: 

To detect whether individuals are maintaining social 
distancing our first hurdle was to detect the individual 
in the frame. For this purpose, we needed to select not 
only an accurate and dependable model but also one 
that would provide results at a high speed in real-time. 
YOLOv3 proved to have significant improvements over 
the previous versions of YOLO (You only live once). At 
320 by 320 YOLOv3 runs in 22 ms at 28.2 mAP which is 
as accurate as an SSD but is three times faster. You only 
look once (YOLO) is a state-of-the-art, realtime object 
detection system. On a Pascal Titan X, it processes 
images at 30 FPS and has a mean average precision 
(mAP) of 57.9% on COCO test-dev. The performance of 
various other object detectors vs the YOLO detector can 
be seen in the figure below. In comparison to other 
detectors, YOLOv3 is extremely fast and accurate. In 
mAP measured at .5 IOU YOLOv3 is on par with Focal 
Loss but about 4 times faster. Moreover, one can easily 
trade-off between speed and accuracy simply by 
changing the size of the model without any retraining 
[13]. 

 

Fig. 11 YOLOv3 Logic Flow [11] 

3.3.2 Methodology and Implementation: 
We loaded YOLO from the disk using a special DNN 
function provided by OpenCV named 
“cv2.dnn.readNetFrom DarkNet()”. Since we intended on 
making a real-time detector, we needed a tool to extract 
frames from the live video feed and pre-process them 
before feeding them to the model. For this purpose we 
used OpenCV. There are several advantages of using 
OpenCV with YOLOv3 such as easy integration, faster 
implementation, and python-support. We determined the 
output layer names from the YOLO model and 
constructed a blob from the given input. A blob is just a 
collection of images with the same spatial dimensions, 
same depth and have all been preprocessed in the same 
manner. Following this, we performed a forward pass 
through our YOLO network and showed the inference 
time for YOLO. We then created three lists to visualize our 
result. 

 

● Boxes: This list contained the bounding boxes 
around the object. 
● Confidence: The confidence value that YOLO 
assigns to an object. Lower confidence values indicate that 
the object might not be what the network thinks it is. 
Remember from our command-line arguments above that 
we’ll filter out objects that don’t meet the 0.5 threshold. 
● ClassId: It contains the classID of the detected 
object with reference to the COCO dataset. 

Using the confidence value we extract all the weak 
detections. Further, we witnessed overlapping of bounding 
boxes, to overcome that we applied Non-maxima 

Suppression. NMS shows good results and also ensures that 
we do not have any redundant or extraneous bounding 
boxes. 

3.3.3 Applying Distance Measures: 
Once we constructed the bounding boxes around all 
individuals present in the frame, we calculated the center 
of each such bounding box. We considered two objects at 
a time, stored their centers in two arrays, and calculated 
the distance between them. In cases where the distance 
was smaller than the threshold value, we drew a red box 
around the object indicating that the person is violating 
social distancing rules. Whereas when the distance was 
large enough to be considered safe, we drew a green box 
around the object indicating that rules were followed. 
Following is the formula we used to calculate the distance 
between the objects, p1 indicates person 1 and p2 
indicates person 2. p1 and p2 are arrays containing (x,y) 
coordinates of the center of the object. 

((p1[0] - p2[0]) ** 2 + 550 / ((p1[1] + p2[1]) / 2) * (p1[1] - 
p2[1]) ** 2) ** 0.5 

Additionally using python libraries we created a live 
dashboard that not only displayed the live feed of the 
video input but also displayed intricate details such as 
how many individuals are present in the room, how many 
of them were following social distancing and how many 
were violating the rules and also provided audio feedback 
to make the system more user friendly and easy to 
execute. 
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1 Queue Monitoring System: 

 
Fig. 11 Implementation of Automatic Queue Monitoring System 

Fig.11 shows the implementation of this system. The two 
IR sensors attached to the doors were working in 
synchronization with each other. When the IR sensor at 
door 1 detected the presence of an individual it let the 
person inside for further procedure of temperature 
detection as mentioned earlier. However, during the time 
interval in which the first person was getting his/her 
temperature checked and leaving the second door if a 
second person tried to enter the area he/she was warned 
by audio feedback that stated “Please wait for the 
previous person to leave.” After the first person leaving 
the second person was allowed and a similar procedure 
was carried out for the third person. 

 

4.2 Contactless Temperature Sensing System: 
After connecting the components, interfacing it with 
arduino, and then executing the program we were able 
to achieve our objective. The temperature sensor 
appropriately sensed the temperature of an individual 
with a deviation of +- 0.5 degree celsius. 

 
Fig. 12 Implementation of Contactless Temperature Sensing System 

Owing to the continuous nature of detections, an IR 
sensor was placed. The sensor ensured the temperature 
detection only when it came in contact with a human arm 
instead of noting ubiquitous temperatures in the 
surroundings. The readings are then successfully 
displayed on the LCD along with audio feedback. We had 
kept a threshold of 38 degrees celsius over which a buzzer 
was initiated. 

 
 

 
Fig. 13 Snippet of the execution of temperature sensing system 

 

1.1 Mask Detection System: 
We were able to create an accurate and effective mask 
detection system using the technologies mentioned in the 
earlier chapters. To visualize the accuracy and effectiveness 
of the model we calculated training loss, validation loss, and 
accuracy parameters of the model which can be seen in the 
below figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 Snippet of Loss and accuracy parameters of the mask detection 
system 

 

We saved the model which provided the highest accuracy 
and lowest loss. The accuracy of our model thus was 
above 99%. We then integrated our model into the 
system with the help of some common python libraries. 
Our end product then alerted the individual not wearing 
the mask with audio feedback. The snippets of the result 
can be seen below. 

 
Fig. 15 (a) Output of mask detection system (No Mask Detected) 
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Fig. 15 (b) Output of mask detection system (Mask Detected) 

As evident in Fig.15 (a) and Fig.15 (b), the model 
detects the partial covering of the face by the masks and 
thus the digital frame turns red, and subsequently as 
the person wears the masks appropriately, the frame 
turns green. 

1.2 Social Distancing Monitoring System: 
We developed the social distance monitoring system 
with the help of deep learning concepts and python 
tools. Since we used YOLOv3 for object detection we 
were able to obtain 45 FPS on a GPU. We then 
successfully were able to measure the distance between 
two individuals and accordingly provide our feedback. 
We used python’s playsound library here as well to 
provide audio feedback. As soon as the distance norm 
between two individuals was violated our system 
provided an alert and the dashboard would indicate the 
statistics of this violation. The result can be seen in the 
snippets below. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16 (a) Output of social distancing monitoring system (No Violation) 

 

As the people in Fig.16 (a) are maintaining appropriate 
distance, the digital frames are green and the dashboard 
does not show any changes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 16 (b) Output of social distancing monitoring system (Violation 
detected) 

 
The people as and when are breaking the protocol, the 
frames become red and the dashboard shows the statistics 
of the number of safe people and those who are not. Can be 
seen in Fig.16 (b) 

 
2. CONCLUSION 

 
The project presented in this report tries to ameliorate the 
problems our country and the world at large are suffering 
through. As the cases show stark rises in current months 
and promise to increase further in the upcoming months, 
our project seeks a pathway to avoid any harm at affordable 
prices. We talk about four parts of the project that help in 
small ways and cumulatively address a colossal problem. 
The collaboration of different utilities, components, and 
technologies across various deep learning, electronics, and 
machine learning technologies is solely to put an end to a 
catastrophic pandemic and thus save the lives of many. We 
hope our project provides some assistance to the 
community even if it's in the smallest way possible. 
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